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When you buy a retirement income, you need to carefully 
consider how to invest your retirement savings so that you and 
your loved ones have a sufficient income when you no 
longer have a salary.

When you buy the Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity 
with your retirement savings, you will have the security of a 
guaranteed income for life. In addition, annuity increases are 
declared every year and once an increase is granted it can never 
be taken away. The new higher amount is guaranteed for the 
rest of your life. 

The Golden Growth 
With-Profit Annuity

• A Bonus Generating Portfolio. The returns generated by  
 the assets in this portfolio are the main consideration when  
 deciding on the annual bonus which determines your  
 annuity increase each year. This portfolio, which consists of  
 a range of different asset classes, is called the Bonus  
 Generating Portfolio. 

• A Matching Fixed Income Portfolio. Assets in this lower risk  
 portfolio are carefully selected to make sure that the current  
 guaranteed level of the annuity can be met in the future. 

Investment strategy

Retirement should be the best of times rather 
than a time of financial uncertainty.

Did you know that nowadays 
there’s a good chance of living 
to 100?

Secure a guaranteed income for life 
when you retire with Momentum’s 
Golden Growth With-Profit 
Annuity.

The Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity is a good choice if you 
want:

• A guaranteed monthly income for life, which will 
 never decrease.

• Annual annuity increases that cannot be taken away 
 once granted. 

• Annual annuity increases based on the investment returns  
 of the underlying assets.

• The option to include an annuity for your spouse after you  
 pass away.

• The option to choose a guarantee period. The guarantee  
 period is the minimum period over which the annuity will  
 be paid and is not dependent on you being alive.

• You have at least R100 000 to invest.
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Assets are moved dynamically between the Bonus Generating 
Portfolio and the Matching Fixed Income Portfolio to manage risk 
within the Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity, resulting in very 
competitive annual product management costs.

The strategic asset allocation of the Bonus Generating Portfolio is: 

The Matching Fixed Income Portfolio consists of assets such as 
bonds, money market investments and bank instruments. 

The assets of the Bonus Generating Portfolio are managed in terms 
of Momentum Investments’ outcome-based investing philosophy. 
Outcome-based investing means constructing a portfolio that is 
capable of maximising the probability of achieving the investment 
goals.
 

Important decision: your post-retirement 
interest rate 
When you buy your Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity, you also 
need to choose your post-retirement interest rate (PRI). The PRI 
determines the size of your initial annuity and the level of future 
annuity increases. 

• The higher the PRI, the higher your initial annuity but the lower  
 the future expected annuity increases.
• The lower the PRI, the lower your initial annuity but the higher  
 the future expected annuity increases. 

The Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity offers a range of PRIs 
from 0% to 5% in increments of 0.5%. Each PRI represents the 
minimum return that the underlying investments must earn before 
increases can be granted. Returns above the PRI are used to grant 
increases, which is why lower PRIs are associated with higher 
annuity increases.

Annual annuity increases
Annual increases to your annuity are awarded based on the 
investment returns of the underlying portfolio. The long-term aim 
is to generate increases in line with each PRI’s targeted inflation 
protection. This is done through active portfolio management and 
using our outcome-based investing philosophy. 

Smoothing for stable long-term annuity increases

You wouldn’t want your annuity increases to be significantly 
different from year-to-year because of market volatility. Smoothing 
is applied so that your annuity increases remain relatively stable 
over the long term.

Once investment returns are smoothed, an annual bonus is 
declared. To determine the value of this bonus, the following is 
considered:

• the smoothed return earned on the Bonus Generating Portfolio; 
• mortality profits or losses; 
• other factors impacting the Matching Fixed Income Portfolio  
 investment strategy, such as credit defaults in instruments  
 used in the investment strategy and persistently high  
 investment portfolio volatility.

The annual bonus is important as, along with your PRI, it will 
determine the increase you will receive.
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Increases over time
The table shows the annuity increases over the last 10 years for the Golden Growth With-Profit Bonus Series 1 and 2 with a PRI of 4% 
compared to inflation (measured by the Consumer Price Index - CPI).

Notes:
Year-on-year inflation to November of the preceding year is used. Please always remember that past performance is no guarantee of future increases. 

The Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity Bonus Series 2 was launched in 2009 when Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity Bonus Series 1 was closed for business.

What about your loved ones?
Depending on the guarantee period you have selected, your nominated beneficiaries like your spouse or children will receive your full monthly 
annuity for the rest of the guarantee period. For example, if you choose a guarantee period of five years and you pass away two years after buying 
the annuity, your spouse will receive your full monthly annuity for the rest of the five year period, that is for three years. After that, the annuity will 
reduce to the level of the spouse’s annuity you selected or stop if your spouse died before this date or if no spouse’s annuity was selected.

Year Increase for Bonus Series 1 Increase for Bonus Series 2 Inflation for previous year

2020 4.03% 1.97% 3.56%

2019 1.92% 0.52% 5.18%

2018 5.19% 3.12% 4.62%

2017 3.75% 2.35% 6.61%

2016 6.15% 4.66% 4.77%

2015 7.11% 6.10% 5.80%

2014 6.63% 6.58% 5.35%

2013 6.15% 7.35% 5.60%

2012 6.63% 7.35% 6.12%

2011 5.19% 7.07% 3.58%

Annualised increases

3 years 3.70% 1.86% 4.45%

5 years 4.20% 2.51% 4.94%

10 years 5.26% 4.68% 5.11%
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How does a spouse’s annuity work? You have the option to include an annuity for your spouse after you pass away. You choose the 

level of your spouse’s annuity, expressed as a percentage of your annuity at the time of your 

death. This percentage is called a spouse’s reversion percentage. For example, if you choose 

a spouse’s reversion of 75% and received an annuity of R1 000 per month at the time of your 

death, your spouse will receive an annuity of R750 per month after you pass away.

What is a guarantee period? A guarantee period makes sure that a minimum number of annuity payments are made.

What is inflation? The easiest way to explain inflation is by an example. Over a 10-year period the price of white 

bread increased from R3.75 to R11.59. This difference in price is because of inflation. So inflation 

means that the general level of prices is going up, so you will need more money today to buy 

the same loaf of bread than you did 10 years ago.

What is CPI? CPI stands for consumer price index. CPI is an average percentage of the increase of a basket of 

consumer goods and services over a period of time, usually per year.

What tax will I pay? You will only pay tax on the monthly income you receive, based on SARS’ income tax tables. 

All growth in the form of interest, dividends and capital gains on the investment portfolios you 

have chosen, is tax free.

What is an asset class? Investment portfolios invest in various asset classes such as equities or shares, bonds, property 

and money invested in the bank.

What are mortality profits or 

losses? 

To provide an annuity for your lifetime we need to make an assumption about your life 

expectancy. A mortality profit or loss is incurred as a result of differences in the actual length of 

your life and the assumed length of your life. 

What is active portfolio 

management?

An investment strategy that involves an ongoing buying and selling activity by the portfolio 

manager with the aim to exploit profitable opportunities.

What is dynamic asset allocation? An investment strategy where we invest in long-term investments (the Bonus Generating 

Portfolio and the Matching Fixed Income Portfolio), frequently monitor the allocation between 

them and transfer money between them in order to keep the allocations in the optimal 

proportions to maximise the probability of achieving the investment objectives. 

Frequently asked questions
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For more information please contact your Corporate Specialist or email annuityquotes@momentum.co.za.

Disclaimer  

Copyright reserved © Momentum Metropolitan 2020 – Momentum Corporate is a part of Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited (registration number 1904/002186/06), 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Momentum Metropolitan Holdings Limited. The document is for illustrative purposes only and does not constitute tax, legal, accounting 
or financial advice. You rely on the contents at your sole discretion. We recommend that you consult with a financial adviser before making any changes to your group 
employee benefits. Momentum Metropolitan Holdings Limited, its subsidiaries, including Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited, will not be liable for any loss, damage 
(whether direct or consequential) or expenses of any nature which may be incurred as a result of or which may be caused, directly or indirectly, to the use or reliance on this 
publication. Terms & conditions apply. 
 
Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited is an authorised financial services (FSP6406) and registered credit provider (NCRCP173), and rated B-BBEE level 1.
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The way in which we manage the Golden Growth With-Profit Annuity is detailed in the Principles and Practices of Financial 

Management (PPFM) document available on our website.

 
momentum.co.za                                          twitter.com/momentum_za                                          facebook.com/momentumZA


